THE SMALL ALL-ROUNDER
SWEEPY HYDRO – FOR PERFECT BEACH CLEANING
The BeachTech Sweepy hydro is ideal for cleaning and grading small beach sections. But also for volleyball courts and other sandy areas. The hydrostatic concept means it is notably operator friendly in use. The excellent maneuverability, thanks to the Turnaround Active Steering, is notably beneficial in tight quarters between beach lounge chairs, cabanas or playground equipment.

Multi Use
Auxiliary equipment opens up application options in addition to just sand. In next to no time, the modular quick-change system can be used to turn the small beach cleaner into a snowplow, a leaf vacuum, a snow blower, a salt spreader, etc. There are many more options available.

Robust and durable
Thanks to the rugged design, the corrosion protection using cathodic-dip coating and the application of GRP parts, the Sweepy hydro is low-maintenance and low-wear.
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Hourmeter
- Multi function indicator with tachometer. Displays operating hours, lube and oil change intervals and PTO shaft speed.

Maneuverability
- Using the Turnaround Active Steering, the Sweepy hydro spins 180° on the spot (zero turn) directly above its center point.

Speed
- The operator controls the speed using a twist grip (forwards and backwards) with infinite variability.

Waste container
- The large waste container can be emptied and cleaned quickly.

Sifting screen
- The twin sifting screens minimize the oscillations. They clean effectively even when the sand is wet.